
Educt-O-Matic
Portable hand-operated blast cleaning machine
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DUST-FREE BLAST CLEANING WITH THE FOLLOWING ADVANTAGES

o Lightweight
Machine weight only 7 lbs (3 kg) plus up to 4 lbs (2 kg) abrasive
charge.

o Compact
Small enough for being used in the "hard-to-get-at areas".

o Flexible
Swivel head - use at any angle.

o Time saving
Always ready for action - simply couple 314" (19 mm) air line and start
blast cleaning.

. Recycles abrasive
Re-usable abrasives, i.e. steel shot and grit, chilled iron, aluminium
oxide, silicon carbides, glass beads, etc. can be used.
(40 B.S.M. and finer is advised).Bot hd tbr Fndn.

BLAST HEAD FLOW PATTERN Double action lever
No dismantling to recharge empty abrasive container. First pressure
picks up new abrasive charge or vacuums the work surface. Second
pressure starts blast cleaning/recycling operation.

Air pressure only - no other form of power supply needed
Requires 33-60 CFM at 9-100 lbs P.S.l.
Blast pattern approximately 1 114" (32 mm) wide.

Alternative dust collection method
Flexible hose with dust collector and hood availabe (illustrated over).CLEMCO



Weld cleaning Tank cleaning

90% angle
cleaning

Overhead paint removal
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Edge cleaning Flexible hose, dust collector and hood,

available as
optional extras.

BLAST HEAD ATTACHMENTS SUPPLIED AS STANDARD EOUIPMENT
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The Company
The tremendous success of the Clemco organisa-
tion is largely attributable to the unique 'on-side'
service that is provided free of cost to all users.
CLEMCO locations throughout the world and 'on-
side'training facilities are available by special
arrangement.

A worldwide distributor network ensures that
CLEMCO service, spares and technical assistance
are available throughout the world.
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Features
The 'Educt-O-Matic'vacuum type hand operated
machine enables dust-free cleaning and is ideal
for use in locations where the abrasive must be
fully contained, e.g. machinery areas and close
proximity to other workers, etc.

Its features include vacuum recovery of dust;
recycling of abrasive; hand held portability and a
360' swivel blast head. The quick change blast
head attachments allow for a variety of cleaning
applications inside or outside 90' corners, welds,
bolt heads, etc.
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Anti'Corrosion Equipment

Portable abrasive blast cleaning systems
Expendable abrasive
Vacuum recovery systems
lnternal pipe cleaning and coating tools
Airless spray coating equipment
Protective clothing
Measuring and testing instruments for
surface coating
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